The art of a Gift.

If you take care of your customers and
employees, they’ll take care of your business.
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Increase Opportunities & Strengthen Relationships With
Custom, Personalized, Awe-Inspiring Gift Experiences
Choose from a growing library of gift boxes or work with our team to build a box from scratch that’s all your own. Our
design and gifting team make it easy for you to make someone’s day. With no minimum requirements, and your own
gifting dashboard, you’ll enjoy the the flexibility and convenience to ensure you never miss an opportunity.

No minimum requirements

Never miss an opportunity

Yes, you really can order just one.

Eliminate the hassle of inventory, packing, mailing and storage
by sending gifts in just a few minutes directly from your own
GildedBox dashboard.

Award winning design

Never compromise your reputation

Our award-winning design team is here to help you create a gift

Our boxes come in boxes for a reason. Don’t be surprised

box that leaves them speechless.

when you walk into your client’s office and see your box on the
shelf like a work of art.

Increase referrals and awareness

VIP Custom Service

What’s more valuable than seeing a client, or employee, share

We manage the entire process to ensure exceptional quality and

the experience you delivered. Every GildedBox is Instagram

service from design to delivery.

unboxing worthy.
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Click Here to get started! Or visit https://www.gildedbox.com/contact

“GildedBox continues to open unique
opportunities for my business.
Few things are as powerful as having a
customer post an unboxing video, thanking
me on social media.”
-Steve G.
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The easiest way to make someone’s day.
We’ll set you up with your own GildedBox dashboard so you can send a personalized gift in just a few minutes. With no
minimum requirements you’ll never pay for more than you need, and you’ll save yourself time and money by removing the
hassle of inventory, packing, labeling and mailing. Our team will handle everything, so you can focus on your business.
Our platform has been designed and built from the
ground up. The freedom to create gifts with endless
design possibilities. Tailor each gift to a campaign or
goal, then automatically send as a reward, a thank you,
or a recognition of achievement.
• Set up unlimited gift variants for a goal or campaign.
• Target your gifts for a personal experience.
• Work with a dedicated account executive
• Personalize and Ship to one or to many addresses.
• Optimize your budget and do it all On-Demand.
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Our Story
We are product people. We have always felt inspired by the old-world makers, the craftsmanship, the materials, the
attention to detail. All coming together to achieve a symphony of perfection that dances on its way to your soul. With
time, we’ve perfected our skills: technical customizations, careful curation of materials, and design creativity, which
has always had a pioneering vision of our art. It took 20 years to get here. We started with our proprietary digital
manufacturing process that does away with all the old forms of customizations seen in the market today. We leverage
our own state-of-the-art robotics, digital printing presses, laser cutters and engravers, and specifically selected materials
designed to excel in our process. Everything is brought under one roof, and nothing is outsourced to give full control of
the manufacturing process and guarantee quality, speed of delivery, and originality that is second to none.
Our expert designers not only work on creating magic for our customers but know and operate the very equipment that is
then used to produce our final work. We’ve always known that the most meaningful relationships are few, so we designed
our process specifically to address this need. Our “no minimums” ethos guarantees that you’ll be able to address your
most valuable relationships without the need to overreach. And, to make it easy, we do it all on demand.
This philosophy can be expressed as distinct advantages that our clients enjoy!

Click Here to get started! Or visit https://www.gildedbox.com/contact
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Discover more GildedBox ideas or connect with
our gift concierge team at
www.gildedbox.com
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